
WARNING 
WALLPAPER STEAMER SAFETY 

Any piece of equipment can be dangerous if not operated properly.  YOU are responsible for the safe operation 
of this equipment.  The operator must carefully read and follow any warnings, safety signs and instructions 
provided with or located on the equipment.  Do not remove, defeat, deface or render inoperable any of the 
safety devices or warnings on this equipment.  IF any safety devices or warnings have been removed, defeated, 
defaced or rendered inoperable, DO NOT USE THIS EQUIPMENT!!! 
 

This 120-volt equipment requires a grounded outlet, do not modify plug. 
 

Always wear proper safety attire, eye protection and rubber insulated gloves. 
 
CAUTION:  STEAM IS HOT. NEVER DIRECT STEAM AT SOMEONE OR ATTEMPT TO CONNECT 
OR DISCONNECT STEAM PAN WHILE STEAMER IS PLUGGED IN. UNPLUG STEAMER BEFORE 
SERVICING, FILLING OR TRANSPORTING. NEVER ALLOW CHILDREN TO BE AROUND 
STEAMER. NEVER LEAVE STEAMER UNATTENDED WHILE IN OPERATION. 
 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Check steamer to make sure it is empty of water, if not, empty all water. 
2. Add one gallon of water, (Preferably distilled water.) Replace fill cap securely, but DO NOT over tighten. 
(Steamer will steam for approximately one hour on one gallon of water.) 
3. Secure steam hose to top of unit. Uncoil steam hose and lay flat. 
4. Plug steamer into 120 volt-15 amp grounded outlet. DO NOT USE AN EXTENSION CORD. Place steam 
pan into a clean bucket or paint pan until steamer is up to temperature and producing steam. (Approximately 15 
to 20 minutes.) 
5. After approximately one hour of steaming, check water level gauge, unplug steamer. Then remove fill cap 
and replenish water to proper level. Use CAUTION when removing cap from steamer that has been in use. 
Some HOT STEAM will escape from fill pipe. Use warm water. NEVER POUR COLD WATER IN HOT 
STEAMER! 
6. Do not allow steamer to run out of water, if it does unplug it and allow approximately 15 minutes for cool 
down. After steamer cools down, fill it with water, then push the rest button in, located inside finger hole on 
service door.  
NEVER POUR COLD WATER IN HOT STEAMER! 
7. When hot water begins to accumulate in the steam pan carefully empty it into a bucket and discard. 
 
REMOVING WALLPAPER: 
1. Place plastic on floor and towels along the base for protection. 
2. Score wallpaper with utility knife or a perforator. NOTE: The more scoring the better the steamer will work. 
YOU MUST BE CAREFUL NOT TO PRESS TO HARD AS UTILITY KNIFE OR PERFORATOR CAN 
DAMAGE DRYWALL. 
3. When steamer is producing steam, hold the pan tightly to the wall over the scored area until glue/paste 
loosens. 
4. Place steam pan in bucket or paint pan. (CAUTION: HOT STEAM) 
5. Use a putty knife to loosen wallpaper and remove glue/paste from wall. 
 
Always let steamer cool completely before draining, and returning to rental facility. 
 
If the person receiving this handout will not be the user of the equipment, forward these instructions to the 
operator.  IF there is any doubt as to the operation or safety of the equipment,  

DO NOT USE!!!  CALL A TOOL SHED IMMEDIATELY!!! 
FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN INJURY OR DEATH 
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